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Hoquiam Police Department Chief Jeff Myers had a front-row seat to the development and ultimate passage
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of hundreds of pages of police reform legislation during the Washington Legislature’s 2021 ...
New policing laws weigh on local officers
Some fear trying to swallow even an aspirin ... Barewal’s idea posed a tougher challenge than your
typical kelp pickle. She wanted a snack with some crunch to give a person with dysphagia the chance ...
Food for People Who Can’t Swallow Is the Ultimate Culinary Challenge
They come here for a better life. As a Christian, I believe we should help them,” said resident Kazimir
Mikulevic.
In Lithuania, a surge of migrants provokes both fear and compassion
Your ultimate fears are hurting your performance. But they don't have to. Since September, I’ve been
doing a lot of coaching of athletes via Zoom. We’re diving into mental training techniques. As a ...
Witmer’s Wisdom: Three Small Fears Holding Back Your Game
The interplay between corruption and discrimination is both overlooked and shocking. Amid the United
Nations' High-Level Political Forum on Sustainable Development, here are three steps to tackle this ...
Opinion: We must recognize links between corruption and discrimination
Ramez Naam discusses the affordability of clean energy, predicting that solar and wind will become
widely adopted in the near future. He also speaks about his own work in science fiction, emphasizing ...
Does affordable clean energy make economic growth and environmentalism compatible? My long-read Q&A with
Ramez Naam
The Oscar winner tells ‘Vanity Fair’ what led him to the unlikely role of a truffle hunter in ‘Pig’: “I
was interested in a return too—almost like reminding myself, and many of the folks in the ...
Nicolas Cage Is Ready to Be Taken Seriously Again
For President Joseph Biden and his pertinent counselors, the ultimate challenge of ... an imperative US
foreign policy challenge, future civilizations, such as might still arise, will examine the ...
Transcending Global Realpolitik: President Joe Biden’s Overriding Foreign Policy Challenge
The East Orange man who abducted his son and estranged girlfriend led sheriff deputies to her body off a
highway in Tennessee, authorities say.
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Authorities: NJ man who abducted son, her mother led police to her body in Tennessee
“In our schools and libraries are books that create ... Politicians and right-wing think tanks fear the
truth and desperately want to obscure it. “Denying a tragic history won’t make it ...
On Juneteenth, challenge pain and injustice, don’t deny it
The U.S. has seen a string of COVID-19 outbreaks tied to summer camps in recent weeks in places such as
Texas, Illinois, Florida, Missouri and Kansas, in what some fear could be a preview of the ...
Summer camps hit with COVID outbreaks — are schools next?
But the problem is that this is the moment where opinions of our base voters and our party ... there was
this challenge and that challenge,” that’d be one thing. But when they’re like ...
Rep. Adam Kinzinger on the Moral Failure of Republicans and the Big Lie
Chief Aroon Purie on the country's medal prospects and their preparation for the long-awaited 2020 Tokyo
Olympics.
From the Editor-in-Chief
The Olympic Games, which are to be held in Tokyo in two weeks, may be the best antidote to the misery
with which the Covid-19 pandemic has blighted people’s lives across the globe. As 11,090 athletes ...
Hope and Glory: India's medal prospects at the long-awaited Tokyo Olympics
Beyond fear, beyond reason ... In this film, which reintroduces its ultimate tool watch, TAG Heuer
reaffirms its endless quest for challenge, paying tribute to the mental strength we all have inside ...
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